Exercise and cardiac regulation: what can electrocardiographic time series tell us?
Electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring allows temporal analysis of cardiac rhythm. We are usually interested in the variability of two components of the ECG: RR interval (a surrogate marker of cardiac interval) and QT interval (the duration of ventricular depolarization/repolarization). Quantification of RR rhythm, called heart rate variability (HRV) analysis, reflects the cardiac influences of the autonomic nervous system. QT variability provides insight regarding the risk of ventricular arrhythmia, and is at least partially independent of HRV. In this review, we consider the analysis of ECG time series during physical exercise. Our objectives were to show the variety of methods that can be used to characterize these time series data and to demonstrate "normal" changes in these characteristics during exercise and recovery. Attaining a comprehensive understanding of cardiac electrical conduction changes during exercise is not straightforward: analysis methods are numerous and results require careful interpretation. However, we recommend that assessment of both HRV and QT properties yields the most valuable information, the utility of which can be appreciated from the viewpoints of the athlete (e.g. providing feedback on the cardiac effects of training), the clinician (assisting in cardiovascular screening and exercise therapy evaluation) and the exercise physiologist (providing data for physiological process modelling).